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Sen. Jason Crowell Announces Nomination of 
David Bertrand to the Board of Probation and Parole 

 

JEFFERSON CITY– Sen. Jason Crowell, R-Cape Girardeau, today announced that he will serve as the 

Senate sponsor for David Bertrand, who was recently appointed by the governor to serve on the Board of 

Probation and Parole.  Sen. Crowell recommended Bertrand to the governor for the position earlier this 

month.   

The Missouri Board of Probation and Parole is responsible for determining whether a person confined 

by the Department of Corrections should be paroled, and for supervising all those on probation and parole.  

Members of the board provide professional assessment during the parole process to decide if offenders are 

ready for release.   

Bertrand has an impressive 22 years of experience with the Department of Corrections, and has gained 

personal experience with offenders and the court system as a probation officer.  He is also a graduate of 

Southeast Missouri State University and served as an active duty Marine. 

 “I submitted David’s name for this appointment because I know his extensive experience with the 

probation and parole process will be a benefit the board and the state,” said Sen. Crowell.  “I am very 

pleased with this appointment and look forward to the work that David is sure to accomplish in this role.” 

The members of many state commissions and boards are appointed by the governor. Gubernatorial 

appointees then work with a state senator, who sponsors the nominee in the confirmation process. Sen. 

Crowell will advance Bertrand’s nomination during the upcoming session in January.   The confirmation 

process begins before the Senate’s appointments committee and concludes with a consenting vote by the 

full Senate.  

 

Following  is the official letter of submission Sen. Jason Crowell provided the governor recommending 

David Bertrand as a member of the board.     
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